Fluidity in Design

The natural elements of Raine™ are displayed throughout this beautiful assortment. Raine™ offers white and grey tones in a variety of tile sizes and mosaic selections. This natural marble collection embodies exquisite designs where no two pieces are the same.

- **EXQUISITELY UNIQUE**
  - Mosaics offered in arabesque, linked ring, linear random, pebble and hexagon shapes
  - A variety of different tile sizes available

- **DIMENSIONAL DEPTH**
  - The different shades have varying levels of dimension to the tone, which add visual depth
  - The movement of the natural marble creates a unique look in every piece
**NOTES**

Natural stone products inherently lack uniformity and are subject to variation in aesthetics (color, shade, finish, etc.) and performance (hardness, strength, slip resistance, etc.). Natural stone products do not meet minimum coefficient of friction thresholds recommended by safety standard setting organizations. No warranties, expressed or implied, relative to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are made regarding the natural stone products distributed by Dal-Tile. Check local building codes prior to specification or installation to verify that product technical characteristics comply with required parameters.

The existence and dimensions of a bevel may vary from lot to lot. Be sure to request a sample of the specific lot you are planning to order if the bevel is an important feature of your job.

For additional application and technical information, refer to the “Stone Usage Guide” at daltile.com/sug.
DECORATIVE ACCENTS

- **STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA34**
  Linear Random Mosaic – Polished

- **STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA37**
  Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed

- **STRATUS WHITE BLEND DA40**
  Arabesque Mosaic – Polished

- **CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA35**
  Linear Random Mosaic – Polished

- **CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA38**
  Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed

- **CIRRUS STORM BLEND DA41**
  Arabesque Mosaic – Polished

- **CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA36**
  Linear Random Mosaic – Polished

- **CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA39**
  Linked Ring Mosaic – Honed

- **CUMULUS GREY BLEND DA42**
  Arabesque Mosaic – Polished